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What makes us unique? 
 
Churches have a lot of choices when looking for church management software.  Products range from 
large corporate-like solutions to small, simple ones.  The large companies usually have extensive 
features with high prices and frustrating support, and the small companies usually have limited 
features, low prices, and good support.   
 
Excellerate is unique in that it offers the best of both extremes.  Excellerate has been helping large 
churches with its extensive and customizable features for over 10 years, yet we are a small company 
that doesn’t spend a lot on advertising or other kinds of overhead, so we can provide powerful 
software at a great price.  Being small also allows us to provide amazing support - one of our most 
commended features from our existing customers!  Here are a few other ways our uniqueness helps 
churches operate at their best.  
 

Amazing power at  a great price 

What does “powerful” church management software mean?  To us, it means efficiently tracking all of 
your church member information in one system.  This means tracking everything from visitor 
follow-up to member and leader development, contribution tracking, small groups, child check-in 
and more, all in one system, so you aren’t wasting time with duplicate information in multiple 
systems.  Many systems like this cost several thousands of dollars annually, or even monthly!  With 
Excellerate, you just pay for the software once, and you own it forever.  You’re pretty much just 
paying for software, and not all of the overhead involved in selling you the software!   
 

Person to person interaction  

Excellerate started because we believe the local church is the best way to reach people and change 
the world.  We were founded with the desire to partner with churches in that vision.  Our team 
knows many of our clients by first name and when you call in you'll be treated as a friend, rather 
than a customer.  What's more, since we're heavily involved in our own local church, you can be 
confident that we are as interested in seeing your church grow as you are. 
 

Confidence  

Our products are trusted by thousands of churches worldwide.  We have clients with over 20,000 
members and we have clients with 7 members.  We have clients in wealthy nations and we have 
clients in poverty stricken nations.  But, regardless of all these differences, they have all come to 
trust Excellerate to provide for their needs.  Whether your church is big or small, the program is 
designed to meet the needs you have today, as well the needs you'll have in the  years to come. 
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Extremely customizable 

Early on, we realized that every church is unique, that's why we made customization the 
cornerstone of our software.  You shouldn’t have to change the way you do church to fit the software 
– the software must be flexible enough to fit your uniqueness.  Excellerate allows you to add your 
own fields to the database, plus we've included tools to help you write your own queries, and to 
design your own reports.  On top of all that, you can also get our support team to help you customize 
your program. 
 

Great child check-in solution  

Our check-in software uses advanced tracking methods, such as touch-screens, barcode scanning, 
and even fingerprint scanning to provide the optimum mix of security and ease-of-use for your 
children's church.  And, not only is it secure and convenient, but we've researched to find hardware 
that will give you the best value for your money.  Combine this with the customization we provide in 
everything we do, and you've got a system that will meet the needs of your pastors, parents, and the 
finance committee. 
 

Most advanced small group tracking  

Excellerate got its start by helping one of the largest small-group based churches find a solution to 
track their group and member information in one system.  We've continued to stay on the cutting 
edge of small group tracking, through all of the variations of structures like 5X5, G12, Free Market, 
etc…  Excellerate will completely organize and analyze your small group information, while making 
it simple for your group leaders to keep you updated on how their groups are doing each week.    
 

We think like you do 

Many companies make software for church leaders, but Excellerate is software made by church 
leaders for other leaders.  We are blessed to be part of a church that is growing extremely fast 
(which means nothing there stays the same for more than three months).  To help our church, we 
are constantly improving Excellerate and exploring the various ways churches tackle different 
issues.  We continually get input from our customers and are able to share those solutions with 
everyone. 
 

 
 
If you have any questions, give us a call 1-888-371-6878, or email us at info@excellerate.com 


